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This paper derives an inequality relating the p-norm of a positive 22
block matrix to the p-norm of the 22 matrix obtained by replacing each
block by its p-norm. The inequality had been known for integer values of
p, so the main contribution here is the extension to all values p  1. In a
special case the result reproduces Hanner’s inequality. As an application
in quantum information theory, the inequality is used to obtain some
results concerning maximal p-norms of product channels.
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1 Introduction and statement of results
Quantum information theory has raised some interesting mathematical ques-
tions about completely positive trace preserving maps. Such maps describe the
evolution of open quantum systems, or quantum systems in the presence of noise
[3]. Many of these questions are related to the quantum entropy of states, and
the associated notion of the p-norm of a state. In one case [6] the investigation
of the additivity question for product channels (which will be explained in Sec-
tion 4) led to an inequality for p-norms of 22 block matrices for integer values
of p. The present paper is devoted to showing that this inequality extends to
non-integer values of p. The inequality turns out to be closely related to Han-
ner’s inequality, which was proved for all p  1 by Ball, Carlen and Lieb [2],
and the method of proof in this paper uses many of the ideas and results from
that paper.








where X; Y; Z are n  n matrices. The condition M  0 requires that X  0
and Z  0, and also that Y = X1/2RZ1/2 where R is a contraction.






Dene the 2 2 matrix
m =




From Ho¨lder’s inequality it follows that
jjY jjp = jjX1/2 RZ1/2jjp  jjXjj1/2p jjZjj1/2p (4)
which implies that m  0 also.
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Theorem 1 The following inequalities hold:
a) for 1  p  2,
jjM jjp  jjmjjp (5)
b) for 2  p  1,
jjM jjp  jjmjjp (6)
Theorem 1 is easily proved for integer values of p using Ho¨lder’s inequality
(see [6] for details). In the case where X = Z and Y = Y , the norms of M and
m simplify in the following way:
jjM jjpp = jjX + Y jjpp + jjX − Y jjpp (7)
jjmjjpp =
(
jjXjjp + jjY jjp
)p
+
∣∣∣jjXjjp − jjY jjp
∣∣∣p (8)
With these substitutions, the inequalities (5) and (6) are seen to be special
cases of Hanner’s inequality [5] for the matrix spaces Cp, which are the non-
commutative versions of the function spaces Lp. Hanner’s inequality for Cp was
proved by Ball, Carlen and Lieb [2]. One of the other main results of the paper
[2] is the 2-uniform convexity (with best constant) of the space Cp for 1 < p  2,
which is expressed by the inequality
( jjX + Y jjpp + jjX − Y jjpp
2
)2/p
 jjXjj2p + (p− 1)jjY jj2p (9)
This inequality can be re-expressed in terms of the matrices M and m as follows:
jjM jjp  21/p−1
(
(2− p) (Tr m)2 + (2p− 2) Tr(m2)
)1/2
(10)
Using Gross’s two-point inequality [4] and Theorem 1, it can be easily shown
that the inequality (10) is also valid in the general case where M and m are
given by (1) and (3).
The proof of Theorem 1 has three main ingredients: for convenience we state
them as separate lemmas here. The rst ingredient is a slight modication of a
convexity result from [2].
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 0 where X; Y; Z are n  n matrices. For
fixed Y , and for 1  p  2, the function
(X; Z) 7−! TrMp − TrXp − TrZp (11)
is jointly convex in X and Z.
The second ingredient extends a convexity result of Hanner [5] to the case
of positive 2 2 matrices with positive coecients.












is convex in A.
The third ingredient is a monotonicity result for positive 2 2 matrices.





> 0 where a; b; c  0. For fixed c, and for 1 
p  2, the function
(a; b) 7−! TrAp − ap − bp (13)
is decreasing in a and b.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present the proof of
Theorem 1 using Lemmas 2, 3 and 4. These lemmas are proved in Section 3,
and Section 4 describes an application of Theorem 1 in Quantum Information
Theory.
4
2 Proof of Theorem 1
Many of the ideas in this proof are taken from the proof of Hanner’s inequality
in [2]. First, we borrow the duality argument from Section IV of that paper
to show that part (b) follows from part (a). For p  2 dene q  2 to be its
conjugate index. Then there is a 2n  2n matrix K satisfying jjKjjq = 1 such
that
jjM jjp = sup
L:jjLjjq=1
Tr(LM) = Tr(KM) (14)








Tr(KM) = Tr(AX) + Tr(CY ) + Tr(CY ) + Tr(BZ) (16)















The rst and second inequalities are applications of Ho¨lder’s inequality, the last
inequality uses part (a) of Theorem 1.
Next we turn to the proof of part (a) of Theorem 1. The inequality becomes
an equality at the values p = 1; 2, so we will assume henceforth that 1 < p < 2.
Using the singular value decomposition we can write
Y = UDV  (17)
where U; V are unitary matrices and D  0 is diagonal. Unitary invariance of










and also that jjXjjp = jjUXU jjp, jjZjjp = jjV ZV jjp and jjY jjp = jjDjjp. So
without loss of generality we will assume henceforth that Y is diagonal and
non-negative.
Next we use a diagonalization argument from Section III of [2]. Let U1; : : : ; U2n
denote the 2n diagonal n  n matrices with diagonal entries 1. Then for any




































































The matrices Xd; Y; Zd are all diagonal with non-negative entries. Denote















Now for i = 1; : : : ; n dene
ai = x
p
i ; bi = z
p
i ; ci = y
p
i (24)









jjXdjjp = (a1 +   + an)1/p (26)
jjY jjp = (c1 +   + cn)1/p
jjZdjjp = (b1 +   + bn)1/p
and the denition (12) implies that
Tr
( jjXdjjp jjY jjp
jjY jjp jjZdjjp
)p
= g(A1 +   + An) (27)






= g(A1) +   + g(An) (28)
Also, for any positive number k we have g(kA) = kg(A). Combining this with
the convexity result Lemma 3 gives
g(A1 +   + An)  g(A1) +   + g(An); (29)
































jjXdjjp  jjXjjp; jjZdjjp  jjZjjp (32)
Applying Lemma 4 to the right side of (31) shows that
Tr




























and therefore (31) and (33) imply the result Theorem 1.
3 Proofs of Lemmas
3.1 Proof of Lemma 2
This result is a slight modication of a convexity result proved in Section IV of


















be a block diagonal self-adjoint matrix, and dene
(s) = Tr(M + sD)p − Tr(Md + sD)p
= Tr(Md + F + sD)
p − Tr(Md + sD)p
Then for 1  p  2 the second derivative of  has the following integral repre-






t + Md + F
D
1









for some constant γp. Furthermore, the matrices Md +F +sD and Md−F +sD









t + Md + F
D
1




t + Md − F D
1










Ball, Carlen and Lieb [2] proved that for t  0, and for any self-adjoint matrix
A, the map






is convex on the set of positive matrices. Applying this to (37) with X = Md
and A = D shows that 00(0)  0, which is the convexity result in Lemma 2.
3.2 Proof of Lemma 3
Since g is homogeneous it is sucient to prove that
d
dt
g(A + tB)jt=0  g(B) (39)



























g(A + tB)jt=0 = TrMp−1 L (42)
The idea of the proof is to maximise the right side of (42) as a function
of a; b; c, and show that the maximum is achieved when A and B are propor-
tional, in which case the bound is an equality. To this end write the spectral






= P1 + P2 (43)
where Pi are projectors onto the normalised eigenvectors of M , and ;  are the
eigenvalues. If we assume that    then for some 0  t  1 we have
m11 = t + (1− t) (44)
m12 =
√
t(1− t)(− ) (45)
m22 = (1− t) + t (46)
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= p−1P1 + p−1P2 (47)
where
k11 = 
p−1t + p−1(1− t) (48)
k12 =
√
t(1− t)(p−1 − p−1) (49)
k22 = 
p−1(1− t) + p−1t (50)
Substituting into (42) gives
TrMp−1 L = k11m
1−p
11 x + 2k12m
1−p
12 y + k22m
1−p
22 z (51)




; 0  h  1 (52)
then (51) is a function of t and h, and can be written as
TrMp−1 L = F (t; h) = F1(t; h)x + F2(t; h)y + F3(t; h)z (53)
where
F1(t; h) =
t + (1− t)hp−1
(t + (1− t)h)p−1 (54)





F3(t; h) = F1(1− t; h) (56)
The goal is to maximise F (t; h) over t and h. Dene
G = (t + (1− t)h)(1− hp−1)− (p− 1)(1− h)(t + (1− t)hp−1) (57)
H = ((1− t) + th)(1− hp−1)− (p− 1)(1− h)((1− t) + thp−1) (58)
and also let
 = x(t + (1− t)h)−p (59)
 = y(1− t + th)−p (60)
 = z(1− h)−p (t(1− t))−p/2 (61)
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Then explicit calculation shows that
@F
@t












leads to one of the possibilities (a) t = 0 or t = 1, (b) h = 1, (c)  =  =  .
In both cases (a) and (b), the matrix M must be diagonal, in which case (42)
becomes












and substituting into (42) then gives
TrMp−1 L = g(B) (67)
hence the result is proved.
3.3 Proof of Lemma 4
By the convexity result Lemma 3, it is sucient to prove that the function
(a; b) 7! TrAp − ap − bp is decreasing as a; b ! 1. For a >> 1, and for
1 < p < 2, easy estimates show that
TrAp − ap − bp ’ pc2ap−2 (68)
which is indeed decreasing. Similarly for b.
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4 Application to qubit maps
Quantum information theory has generated an interesting conjecture concerning
completely positive maps on matrix algebras. Let  be a completely positive
trace-preserving (CPTP) map on the algebra of n  n matrices. The minimal




where S is the von Neumann entropy and the inf runs over nn density matrices
(satisfying   0 and Tr = 1). Minimal entropy is conjectured to be additive
for product maps, that is, it is conjectured that
Smin(1 ⊗ 2) = Smin(1) + Smin(2) (70)
for any pair of CPTP maps 1 and 2. The conjecture (70) has been established
in some special cases [8], [7] but a general proof remains elusive.
For related reasons, Amosov, Holevo and Werner [1] dened the maximal




where the sup runs again over density matrices. They conjectured that this
quantity is multiplicative for product maps, that is
p(1 ⊗ 2) = p(1) p(2) (72)
Holevo and Werner later discovered a family of counterexamples to this conjec-
ture for p  4:79, using maps which act on 33 or higher dimensional matrices
[9]. The conjecture remains open if at least one of the pair is a qubit map (which
acts on 2 2 matrices) or if p  4.
As an application of Theorem 1, we now show that it implies the result
(72) in one special case, namely when 1 is the qubit depolarizing channel and
p  2. This result was derived previously using a lengthier argument [7], and
the purpose of this presentation is to explore an alternative method which may
allow new approaches to the additivity problem. Indeed, the method shown
below can be easily extended to cover all unital qubit channels and even some
non-unital qubit maps, thus extending the results in [6] which were derived for
12
integer values of p. Unfortunately, the restriction to p  2 does not allow any
conclusions to be drawn about additivity of minimal entropy.











+a + −b c
c −a + +b
)
(73)
where  is a real parameter and  = (1  )=2. We will suppose here that

















The map ⊗ I acts on M via
(⊗ I)(M) =
(
+A + −B C
C −A + +B
)
(76)
Let p  2, and let q  2 be the index conjugate to p. Then as explained at
the start of section 2, there is a positive 2n 2n matrix K satisfying jjKjjq = 1
such that














+jjAjjp + −jjBjjp jjCjjp












By denition of the p-norm this implies












and consider the case where M = (I ⊗ )() and  is some other channel, so
that (⊗ I)(M) = (⊗ )(). Then
A = (11); B = (22) (82)
and hence
jjAjjp + jjBjjp  p() Tr(11 + 22) = p() (83)
Therefore (80) implies that
jj(⊗ )()jjp  p() p() (84)
Since (84) is valid for all , we get
p(⊗ )  p() p() (85)
and this establishes the result (72), since the inequality in the other direction
follows by restricting to product states.
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